THE REVOLUTION  AND  THE  STRUGGLE WITH  LOUIS  Xlfe II
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Spanish Dominions the Balance of Power in Europe woti&^e objects
be seriously upset and the position of the Maritime Powers, tition
England and Holland, would be seriously menaced.    The Schemes-
rivalry of Louis and the Emperor was so keen that either
would have preferred to have risked the issue in war rather
than see the other seated on the Spanish throne.    Neither
would admit the claims of the Electoral Prince to the entire
inheritance.   Therefore the only means of preserving the
peace of Europe was to partition the Spanish Dominions
between the claimants.    Of this course, William was the most
ardent advocate, and it was to secure Louis's adherence to
his schemes that he had concluded the Treaty of Ryswick.
With Louis he drew up the two Partition Treaties of 1698
and 1700 11 but neither proved satisfactory. Charles II
gave no support to these schemes, and the Spanish people
certainly would not have accepted the dismemberment of
their Empire; Austria was not satisfied even with the large
allotment made to the Archduke by the Second Partition
Treaty: finally, it was always doubtful how long Louis
would abide by the Partition Treaties which he had signed.
The First Partition Treaty was still more unfortunate in that
it settled the bulk of the inheritance on the Electoral Prince,
who died before Charles in 1699. These Treaties were
more severely criticised even than Charles II 's will which
bequeathed the whole Spanish Empire to Louis's grandson.2
This will Louis accepted, preferring to take the whole of ^ists the
the Spanish Dominions for his younger grandson, whose
11.
1 In 1668 Louis and the Emperor had agreed to a Partition Treaty
and in 1689 William had guaranteed the whole of the Spanish
Dominions to the Empire, so that the Treaty of 1698 is not strictly
the First Partition Treaty, though commonly so named.
Note also that whilst Louis claimed the whole Spanish inheritance
— this he did secretly at Madrid — he did so to gain it as a possession
separate from France for his younger grandson: but when the
inheritance was to be partitioned he insisted that the French share
of the spoils should pass into the hands of the Dauphin and be
eventually incorporated in the Kingdom of France. By accepting
the will of Charles II in 1700, Louis submitted to the former alter-
native,
(For valuable help and criticism on these points I am indebted to
Professor A, F, Hattersley.)
* See History, vol. xii, January, 1928, " The Spanish Succession/'
Sir R. Lodge.

